
Things Every Mobile-First 
Strategy Needs 
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Enable Mission-Critical Performance With Capacity 
The best way to keep wireless technology running at full bandwidth 
is by leveraging capacity-oriented and best-network, best-device   
designs. A single type of wireless technology is not enough to drive  
superior experiences at the intelligent digital edge.  

Be Uniform Across The Enterprise
IT architecture has to be customised to each building or 
building type while allowing for consistent experiences from  
HQ to branch to manufacturing to warehouse. 

Managed Long Term
Devices and applications continue to increase in numbers every year.  
With the right managed solution, you won’t need to worry about 
maintenance, upgrades, secure connectivity to internet and WAN   
services, and security requirements that need your constant attention. 

Foundational Technology
Start by building the right foundation with structured 
cabling – both fibre and CATx copper cabling — and internet  
connectivity. Combining the infrastructure with built-in network 
security and analytics provides better user-experiences, assists 
with  timely business decisions and may even prevent threats before 
they happen.

A Trusted Partner at The Intelligent Digital Edge
We give your enterprise one partner to design and deploy your  
mobile-first strategy with consistency and at scale. And, we’ll be there  
to make sure your solution continues to provide optimal performance  

A mobile-first strategy is more than creating a network that supports 
all required wireless technology; it’s the cornerstone of any future-ready 
IT roadmap. Our checklist identifies the five key elements necessary to 
create a future-ready mobility strategy today. 



Contact a Black Box representative today to design, deploy and manage 
a mobility solution that enables your digital transformation plans. 

Black Box takes into account your network problems, devices and digital 
transformation plans to design a solution that moves and grows with you. 
We consistently deliver seamless integration of Wi-Fi technologies that can 
uniquely accommodate Wi-Fi, public safety, 2-way and paging into your 
comprehensive wireless solution. For many organisations, business 
operations demand a partner capable of addressing every in-building wireless 
need across every building in your enterprise with consistency — from large 
and complex, high-traffic environments to small, highly distributed multi-site 
scenarios. With Black Box, you have a trusted digital transformation partner 
that will help you design, deploy, and manage a robust mobility solution.

3BBOXSERVICES.COM




